AbstractÐProviding up-to-date input to users' applications is an important data management problem for a distributed computing environment, where each data storage location and intermediate node may have specific data available, storage limitations, and communication links available. Sites in the network request data items and each request has an associated deadline and priority. In a military situation, the data staging problem involves positioning data for facilitating a faster access time when it is needed by programs that will aid in decision making. This work concentrates on solving a basic version of the data staging problem in which all parameter values for the communication system and the data request information represent the best known information collected so far and stay fixed throughout the scheduling process. The network is assumed to be oversubscribed and not all requests for data items can be satisfied. A mathematical model for the basic data staging problem is introduced. Then, three multiple-source shortest-path algorithmbased heuristics for finding a near-optimal schedule of the communication steps for staging the data are presented. Each heuristic can be used with each of four cost criteria developed. Thus, 12 implementations are examined. In addition, two different weightings for the relative importance of different priority levels are considered. The performance of the proposed heuristics are evaluated and compared by simulations. The proposed heuristics are shown to perform well with respect to upper and lower bounds. Furthermore, the heuristics and a complex cost criterion allow more highest priority messages to be received than a simple-cost-based heuristic that schedules all highest priority messages first.
INTRODUCTION
T HE DARPA Battlefield Awareness and Data Dissemination (BADD) program [18] includes designing an information system for forwarding (staging) data to proxy servers prior to their usage as inputs to a local application in a distributed computing environment, using satellite and other communication links. The network combines terrestrial cable and fiber with commercial VSAT (very small aperture terminal) internet and commercial broadcast. This provides a unique basis for information management. It will allow web-based information access and linkage as well as server-to-server information linkage. The focus is on providing the ability to operate in a distributed serverserver-client environment to optimize information currency for many critical classes of information.
Data staging is an important data management problem that needs to be addressed by the BADD program. An informal description of an example of the data staging problem in a military application is as follows. A warfighter is in a remote location with a portable computer and needs data as input for a program that plans troop movements. The data can include detailed terrain maps, enemy locations, troop movements, and current weather predictions. The data will be available from Washington, D.C., foreign military bases, and other data storage locations. Each location may have specific data available, storage limitations, and communication links. Also, each data request is associated with a specific deadline and priority. It is assumed that not all requests can be satisfied by their deadline. In a military situation, the data staging problem involves positioning data for facilitating a faster access time when it is needed by programs that will aid in decision making.
Positioning the data before it is needed can be compli± cated by the dynamic nature of data requests and network congestion, the limited storage space at certain sites, the limited bandwidth of links, the changing availability of links and data, the time constraints of the needed data, the priority of the needed data, and the determination of where to stage the data [20] . Also, the associated garbage collection problem (i.e., determining which data will be deleted or reverse deployed to rear-sites from the forward-deployed units) arises when existing storage limitations become critical [18] , [20] . The storage situation becomes even more difficult when copies of data items are allowed to reside on different machines in the network so that there are more available sources from which the requesting applications can obtain certain data (e.g., [22] , [23] ). Multiple copies of data items also provide an increased level of fault tolerance, in cases of links or storage locations going offline.
The simplified data staging problem addressed here requires a schedule for transmitting data between pairs of nodes in the corresponding communication system for satisfying as many of the data requests as possible. Each node in the system can be: 1) a source machine of initial data items, 2) an intermediate node for storing data temporarily, and/or 3) a final destination machine that requests a specific data item.
It is also assumed in this simplified version of the data staging problem that all parameter values for the communication system and the data request information (e.g., network configuration and requesting machines) represent the best known information collected so far and stay fixed throughout the scheduling process. It is assumed that not all of the requests can be satisfied due to storage capacity and communication constraints. The model is designed to create a schedule for movement of data from the source of the data to a ªstagedº location for the data. It is assumed that a user's application can easily retrieve the data from this location.
Three multiple-source shortest-path algorithm-based heuristics for finding a near-optimal schedule of the communication steps for staging the data are presented. Each heuristic can be used with each of four cost criteria developed. Thus, 12 implementations are examined. The performance of the proposed heuristics are evaluated and compared by simulations. This research serves as a necessary step toward solving the more realistic and complicated version of the data staging problem involving fault tolerance, dynamic changes to the network configuration, adhoc data requests, sensor-triggered data transfers, etc.
Section 2 provides an overview of work that is related to the data staging problem. In Section 3, a mathematical model for a basic data staging problem is introduced. Section 4 presents the multiple-source shortest-path algorithm-based heuristics for finding a near-optimal schedule of the communication steps for data staging. These heuristics adopt the simplified view of the data staging problem described by the mathematical model. A simulation study is discussed in Section 5, which evaluates the performance of the proposed heuristics outlined in Section 4. A BADD-like network environment has been used in developing the parameters for conducting this simulation study.
RELATED WORK
To the best of the authors' knowledge, there is currently no other work presented in the open literature that addresses the data staging problem, designs a mathematical model to quantify it, or presents a heuristic for solving it. A problem that is, at a high level, remotely similar to data staging is the facility location problem [13] in management science and operations research. Under the context of the construction of several new production facilities for components, a manufacturing firm needs to arrange the locations of the production facilities and assembly plants effectively, such that the total cost of transporting individual components from the production facilities to the assembly plants is minimized. It is required that the firm makes several interrelated decisions: how large and where should the plants be, what production method should be used, and where the production facilities should be located. If an analogy is made between 1) the assembly plants and the destination nodes that make the data requests, 2) the individual manufacturing components and the requested data elements to be transferred, and 3) the production facilities and the source locations of requested data, then at a high level the facility location problem has features similar to those of the data staging problem (e.g., the use of a graph-based method to reduce the facility location problem to a shortest-path or minimum spanning tree problem).
However, when examining the relationship between the facility location problem and the data staging problem carefully, there are significant differences. First, each component that a plant requests is usually not associated with a prioritizing scheme, while in the data staging problem, each data request has an individual priority. Also, each component requested from a plant commonly does not have a corresponding individual deadline related factor, while in the data staging problem each data request has a deadline. For the data staging problem, the individual priority and individual deadline associated with each data request are the two most important parameters for formulating the optimization criterion. For example, the minimization of the sum of the weighted priorities of satisfiable data requests (based on their individual deadlines) is used as the optimization criterion in the mathematical model of the basic data staging problem presented in Section 3. But for the facility location problem, in general, researchers adopt optimization criteria that are related to the physical distances between plants and facilities in either a continuous or discrete domain without any prioritizing schemes or individual deadline related factors (e.g., [8] , [10] , [14] , [17] , [19] ). Furthermore, in the facility location problem, all constraints must be satisfied for the production to occur (e.g., all parts of a car must arrive). In this research, it is known that not all requests can be satisfied (e.g., some low priority data requests may be dropped). Thus, although lessons can be drawn from the design of algorithms for different versions of the facility location problem, there are significant differences between the facility location and the data staging problems in terms of their formulations and potential solutions.
Data management problems similar to data staging for the BADD program are studied for other communication systems. With the increasing popularity of the World Wide Web (WWW), the US National Science Foundation (NSF) projects that new techniques for organizing cache memories and other buffering schemes are necessary to alleviate memory and network latency and to increase bandwidth [4] . More advanced approaches of directory services, data replication, application-level naming, and multicasting are being studied to improve the speed and robustness of the WWW [2] . It has been shown that several file caches could reduce file transfer traffic, and hence the volume of traffic on the internet backbone [11] . In addition, in distributed environments, ways to increase system performance with intelligent data placement are needed [1] . The study of data staging can potentially draw lessons from and generate positive input for the active research in these related, but not directly comparable, areas.
Work has been done to provide extensions to wormhole routing protocols that handle real-time messages. An offline approach that schedules usage of the virtual channels by allowing higher priority messages to preempt lower priority messages is presented in [3] . Their research shows that they improve wormhole routing by employing such a protocol. The goal of the work in [3] is similar to the goal of the work presented here in that both give preference to messages that have higher priority. However, in [3] the focus is on wormhole routing protocols, while the work presented here 1) is for a general communication system, 2) attempts to find minimum paths over multiple links, and 3) uses a cost criterion that also considers how close a message is to its deadline.
There has been research done in the area of mapping tasks onto a suite of distributed heterogeneous machines (e.g., [6] , [7] , [12] , [16] , [25] ). This task mapping research focuses on deciding what machine should execute each task, rather than assuming the task execution locations are known (as in the data staging situation). Thus, the basic problem being addressed by these task mapping studies is different than that of data staging.
Research has been performed concerning dynamic deadline scheduling in real-time systems. Many algorithms for this area have been based on earliest deadline first (EDF) scheduling [21] , which is also referred to as earliest due date (EDD) scheduling [5] . Both of these approaches (EDD and EDF) are dynamic approaches to scheduling and often schedule periodic tasks, while the the research performed here is static in nature and deals with one-time requests for information. In addition, most EDF or EDD research has not included the notion of priorities as defined here, which is an integral part of this research.
Other research exploring heuristics for use in the BADD environment has been performed [15] . This work examines methods for scheduling efficiently the ATM-like channels of a possible BADD-like environment. It shows that ªgreedyº heuristics are effective tools for use in that BADD-like environment and uses a network simulator to corroborate this statement; however, those heuristics do not consider several parameters considered here, such as deadlines and data availability times. The work here differs from [15] in that: 1) here a detailed mathematical model is developed, and 2) the collection of heuristics and cost criteria studied here are based on a different set of assumptions about system structure and data request characterizations.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
A quantitative mathematical model for a basic data staging problem is presented in this section. This model allows the heuristics introduced in Section 4 to be presented formally. As stated and discussed in Section 1, this document concentrates on solving a simpler version of the data staging problem statically, where all parameter values for the communication system and the data request information stay fixed throughout the scheduling process. The values of all parameters in the following model may change temporally to reflect the dynamic nature of the underlying network system when the model is extended and used in a dynamic situation. In that case, the parameter values represent the best known information collected at the given point in time (e.g., all requests for data elements include only those known at any specific time instant).
The model includes information about 1) the nodes in the network, 2) the links in the network, and 3) the data requests in the network. Each machine has parameters for the storage capacity and node number. A link has an availability starting time, availability ending time, bandwidth, latency, source node, and destination node. Every request has an approximate data item size, list of sources, and a destination. A source of a data item consists of a node number and a time after which the data is available on that node. A destination for a data item contains a node number, priority, and deadline for the data request. This description of the network and associated data requests is used to formulate the mathematical model for solving the basic data staging problem. A glossary of notation is included in the Appendix for the reader's convenience. The reader is encouraged to reference this section as needed.
A communication system w w consists of m m machines fwHY wIY XXXY wm À Ig. Each machine can be a server that stores data elements and/or a client that makes data requests to the system. Each machine also can be an intermediate node for storing a copy of a specific data item temporarily. g gpit represents the available memory storage capacity of machine w wi H i`m from time t j to t jI (the interval from t j to t jI is not necessarily equal to one time unit).
A network topology graphnt specifies the connectivity of the communication system for the machines in M. A set of m vertices f HY IY XXXY m À Ig is generated that corresponds to the m machines in the communication system, where node i corresponds to machine wi. Two machines may be connected directly by zero or more communication links. In this model, if two machines are connected by the same transmission link during nl nonoverlapping and discontinuous time intervals, then nl different virtual links corresponding to the appropriate available time intervals are used to represent this situation (e.g., the availability of a satellite link for fifteen minutes each hour). Also, each transmission link is unidirectional. A bidirectional link between two machines is represented as two different virtual unidirectional links that correspond to the transmission link in each direction (for each time interval). Let x xliY j be the total number of unidirectional virtual communication links from wi to wj. v viY jk denotes the kth unidirectional virtual communication link from wi to wj, where H iY j`m, i T j, and H k`xliY j. For each viY jk, a directed edge i iiY jkfrom i to j is included in q nt . All the included edges constitute the set of edges i i of q nt . Each viY jk is associated with one unique time interval during which the corresponding physical link is available for communication. Let v vstiY jk denote the time when link viY jk becomes available (link start time) and v vetiY jk denote the time when link viY jk's availability terminates (link end time). With the above notation, link viY jk is available between vstiY jk (starting time) and vetiY jk (ending time). Each virtual link also has an associated bandwidth.
Let a data item be a block of information that can be transferred between machines. For any data item d d, j jd j represents the size of the associated data item. Let h hiY jkj d j denote the communication time for transferring data item d (from machine wi to machine wj through their kth dedicated virtual link during time interval vstiY jkY vetiY jk). The time hiY jkj d j includes all the various hardware and software related components of the intermachine communication overhead (e.g., network latency and the time for data format conversion between wi and wj when necessary). Machines wi and/or wj may be intermediate nodes for transferring d rather than the original source or the final destination node of d.
It is assumed that each machine can send different data items (each via a different link) to its neighboring machines in the network simultaneously. Future work will relax this assumption.
Suppose n n is the number of data items with distinctive names (identifiers) available in the corresponding communication system w. Let Á Á fHY IY XXXY n À Ig be the set of these data items, where each i is unique. For example, a weather map of Europe generated at 2 p.m. would have a different name than a weather map of the same region generated at 6 p.m. A data location table that specifies the initial locations of the n available data items can be constructed with the following notation. Let x xi be the number of different machines that the data item i is located at initially. oureiY j denotes the jth initial source location of the data item i (with no implied significance for the ordering of the sources), where H i`n, H j`xi, and H oureiY j`m. Also, stiY j denotes the time at which i is available at its jth initial source location (start time).
Suppose & & is the number of requested data items with distinctive names (identifiers) in the corresponding communication system w, where H & n. Let q fqHY qIY F F F Y q& À Ig be the set of the requested data items. Each qj H j`& is the name of a data item and there must exist an i H i`n, such that qj i. Each qj must be unique. A data request table that specifies the requests of data items can be constructed with the following notation. Let x xrqj denote the number of different requests for qj. equestjY k denotes the number of the machine from which the kth request for data item qj originates (with no implied order among the requests), where H j`&, H k`xrqj, and H equestjY k`m. (It is assumed that a given machine generates at most one request for a given data item.) Also, ftjY k denotes the finishing time (or deadline) after which the data item qj on its kth requesting location is no longer useful (e.g., data items may be needed before a specific time when certain decisions must be made). The deadlines are set by the users' applications and also the users' position in the command hierarchy. Two requests for the same data item, terminating on two different destinations, could result in different deadlines for each of the destinations.
A machine functioning as an intermediate node for a data item qj does not need to keep the data item local indefinitely. Instead, at time units after the latest deadline for the requested data item qj, the data item is removed from the storage of any intermediate nodes (i.e., garbage collection is performed). In this way, storage capacity is reclaimed by removing data items after they are no longer needed, and a level of redundancy is provided in the system in cases where a link, an intermediate node, or a destination might lose their copy of qj. The scheduling heuristics do not remove a data item from any of its sources or destinations because it is considered outside the scope of responsibility of the scheduler.
Suppose the priority of each data request is between 0 and , where is the highest priority possible (i.e., corresponds to the class of most important requests).
riorityjY k denotes the priority for the data request of the data item qj on its kth requesting location. The priority of each request would be set by the command structure present in the problem, and two different requests for the same data item can have different priorities (e.g., if a general and a private both request the air traffic orders, obviously the general would have a higher priority than the private).
Suppose i H i denotes the relative weight of the ith priority. These weightings allow system administrators to specify the relative importance of a priority data request versus priority data request, where H Y .
Assume that the scheduling procedure of the communication steps starts at time 0. Let f H Y I Y XXXY 'ÀI g denote a set of ' ' distinct schedules for the communication steps of transmitting requested data items. Consider a specific schedule h , where H h`'. The kth request for data item qj is satisfiable with respect to h if qj can be obtained by the requesting machine, wequestjY k, before the deadline, ftjY k. Let rq h denote the set of two-tuples fjY k j kth request of the data item qj is satisfiable using schedule h g.
The effect, i i h , of the scheduling scheme h is defined as
Given this mathematical model, the global optimization criterion used for data staging in this document, for a specific communication system, is to find an h such that i h is minimized (i.e., the total sum of the weighted priorities of all satisfiable data requests with respect to h is maximized). It should be noted that an exhaustive set of schedules is not created in this research.
DATA STAGING HEURISTICS

Introduction
The heuristics for solving the data staging problem are based on Dijkstra's algorithm for solving the multiplesource shortest-path problem on a weighted and directed graph [9] . Dijkstra's algorithm takes as input a directed graph with weighted edges, and produces as output the shortest path from a set of source nodes to every other node of the graph. More detailed information about Dijkstra's algorithm can be found in [9] .
All necessary communication steps are scheduled by the data staging heuristics. These heuristics consider all data requests together and utilize the following strategies collectively:
1. find the shortest path for each data item as if it is the only requested data in the system, 2. resolve conflicting requests, 3. maximize the weighted sum of the priorities of the potentially satisfiable data requests, and 4. consider the urgency of a request as its deadline approaches. The model used for the heuristics and implementation details about the heuristics are presented in Sections 4.2 through 4.4. Sections 4.5 through 4.7 discuss the three heuristics that have been developed. These heuristics are built upon Dijkstra's multiple-source shortest-path algorithm. The heuristics iteratively pick which data item to transfer next based on a cost function. Section 4.8 presents background information about the cost criteria components, and details the four cost criteria used in this research.
Adaptation of Dijkstra's Algorithm
For each requested data item qi, an instantiation,nt i, of the graph q nt (defined in Section 3) is created. Let i be the set of source nodes corresponding to the machines that are the initial locations of the data item qi. Let h i be the set of destination nodes corresponding to the machines that are making data requests for qi (i.e., machines equestiY kY H k`xrqi). (It is assumed that i h i Y.) The weight on an edge iY jk of q nt i is the communication time required to transfer qi from machine to machine j over virtual link vY jk. Let the length of a path from a source node v v s P i to a destination node v v d P h i be defined as the difference between the time when data item qi is available on v s and the time data item qi arrives at v d (via the machines and the communication links along the path). This time can be calculated using the various parameters defined in Section 3. With the defined q nt i, i, and h i, a separate multiplesource shortest-path problem is well-defined for each requested data item in the context of the data staging problem.
Dijkstra's algorithm, in general, is applied to a directed graph with weighted edges and a set of source nodes [9] . For each node in the graph, the algorithm generates a shortest path from any of the sources of the data item to that node (using the weighted edges). The heuristics examined here begin by applying Dijkstra's algorithm to q nt i for each requested data item qi. More detailed information about Dijkstra's algorithm can be found in [9] . Then the heuristics consider all data items collectively.
An example of how Dijkstra's algorithm functions is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In the figure, nodes s H and s I are both sources for the requested data item qi at time zero, i.e., i fs H Y s I g. In general, different sources can have differing available times for the same data item. For the purposes of this study, all available times, for a particular data item, are created to be the same. Dijkstra's algorithm will find the shortest path from a source to each of the other three nodes in the graph, u, v, and x. In Fig. 1 , the network graph shows the links that are available, with their associated cost noted. The four parts of Fig. 1 show four states of q nt i during the execution of the algorithm.
The following notation is used to show the state of the algorithm at each time. The dotted lines are those next links that can be used to schedule the movement of the data item from a source to the other nodes. The dashed line shows the next link to be scheduled. The set p , which is initially i, contains all nodes currently scheduled to receive the data items. When all the nodes in the graph reside in the set p , the algorithm is finished. For each node j adjacent to a node in p , the current estimate of the earliest arrival time for the data item at node j is e ej. Fig. 1a shows the initial state for the example. In Fig. 1b , the earliest arrival time for the data item at the three nodes is noted. The algorithm selects the node with the smallest e value to next receive the data item. Thus, the dashed line shows that the next link to be scheduled by the algorithm will be moving the data to node x from s H , the node with the earliest arrival time. After the data item is scheduled to node x, x is added to the set p .
In Fig. 1c , the algorithm then attempts to reduce the earliest arrival time, e, for all nodes that are adjacent to node x. It is then determined that the path from s H through node x to node u is shorter than the direct path from s H to node u and eu is updated. Because ev`eu, the link from s I to node v will be the next scheduled.
Lastly, in Fig. 1d , the process is repeated by examining those nodes adjacent to node v. The link from node x to node u is scheduled to transfer the data item. When the algorithm completes, the shortest path to each node (machine) from one of the elements of i (a source) is shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 1d .
The implementation of Dijkstra's algorithm in the heuristics checks: 1) that all machines have enough memory capacity, gp, to hold the data item being transferred until the garbage collection scheme schedules its removal; 2) that the communication links are available; and 3) the initial time that the data item is available on a source. This information is for the shortest path from some source node to a destination. At the completion of Dijkstra's algorithm, the shortest path from any source to all nodes in the network is known (clearly, h i all machines). The shortest path time e eiY s for qi to arrive at node s is initially obtained from executing Dijkstra's algorithm, and is a lower bound for the arrival time when requests for all data items are considered collectively.
Suppose eiY s and eiY r are known and there are virtual links vsY rkH k`xlsY r from s to adjacent node r. Let e v sY rik e v sY rik denote the time when the requested data item qi can be available on machine r via fetching the copy from s through the virtual link vsY rk. Attempting to reduce the shortest path time eiY r with respect to the edges from s to r based on the known eiY s and eiY r is implemented by the C-style pseudocode in Fig. 2 .
As illustrated by Step 10 in Fig. 2 , the exact virtual link vsY rk k l used for updating the shortest path estimate to wr needs to be recorded, due to the existence of multiple virtual links between s and r. Thus, the predecessornode % %rin the usual description of the Dijkstra's algorithm (used to record the shortest path) is extended as a predecessor field and is defined as a two-tuple sY k l in this data staging heuristic, where s gives the source machine and k l stores the virtual link used.
For the complexity analysis of this multiple-source shortest-path based heuristic for determining one communication step in h , suppose that j jij is the number of edges and j j j is the number of vertices in the network topology graph q nt . If a Fibonacci heap [9] is used to implement the priority queue, the worst case asymptotic complexity of Dijkstra's algorithm is yjij j j log j j. For the network topology graph q nt terminology described in Section 3,
jij
H iT j`m xliY j and j j m. Because it is necessary to apply the multiple-source shortest-path algorithm to all the requested data items qiY H i`m, the worst case asymptotic complexity of this heuristic for determining one communication step in h is y&v log v H iT j`m xliY j.
Combining Paths for Multiple Data Items
After applying the multiple-source shortest-path algorithm for each of the & requested data items qi individually, & sets of shortest paths are generated. For the example shown in Fig. 3 , there are four valid communication steps that can be scheduled (specified by asterisks). But different valid communication steps may have conflicting resource requirements (e.g., machine wH cannot send data items qH and qI to machine wQ over the same virtual link simultaneously due to a link conflict). Thus, a local optimization criterion is used to select one of the valid communication steps to be scheduled (refer to Section 4.8 for more information).
Readers should notice that it may be impossible to use the individually shortest paths to all destinations for each data item due to possible communication link and memory space contention in the network when transferring other data items during the same time interval. Also, a multiplesource shortest-path algorithm for q nt i attempts to minimize the time when only a given requested data item qi is obtained by its corresponding requesting locations. But as stated in Section 1, request deadlines and the priorities of ll potentially satisfiable data requests must be taken into account (as well as the sharing of the memory capacity of machines and the communication links by multiple data items). 
Garbage Collection
Leaving a copy of qi on machine wr after it is sent to the next machine on the shortest path allows this copy to be used as an intermediate copy for forwarding qi to some other machines. For the example communication step of transferring qH from wH to wQ shown in Fig. 3a , by tracing the shortest paths generated for wU, wV, and wW, the set of intermediate machines can be determined as fQY Sg. At some time after the latest deadline for qi, as discussed in Section 3, the available memory capacity of wr is incremented by j qi j to simulate the removal of qi from its memory. So for the example, wQ and wS would keep qi in their local memory for time units after the latest deadline among machines wT, wU, wV, and wW. The data item is kept on the intermediate machines for this time duration to provide a level of fault tolerance in cases when communication links or storage locations become unavailable, or in the case where a link, an intermediate node, or a destination loses its copy of the data.
Partial Path Heuristic
Each iteration of this heuristic involves: 1) performing Dijkstra's algorithm for each data request individually, 2) for the valid next communication steps, determining the ªcostº to transfer a data item to its successor in the shortest path, 3) picking the lowest cost data request and transferring that data item to the successor machine (making this machine an additional source of that data item), 4) updating system parameters to reflect resources used in 3), and 5) repeating 1) through 4) until there are no more satisfiable requests in the system. In some cases, Dijkstra's algorithm would not need to be executed each iteration for a particular data transfer, i.e., if the data transfer did not use resources needed for any future transfers. This optimization is not yet considered, because this research is not focusing on minimizing the execution time of the heuristics themselves.
This heuristic will schedule the transfer for the single ªmost importantº request that must be transferred next, based on a cost criterion. The heuristic is called the partial path heuristic (referred to as partial in Figs. 6, 7, and 10), because only one successor machine in the path is scheduled at each iteration. If a data item is partially scheduled through the system and because of other scheduled transfers the requesting destination's deadline is no longer satisfied, the scheduled transfers remain in the system (the initial transfers were scheduled because the deadline could have been satisfied). Reasons the schedule for this now unsatisfiable request is not removed include: 1) in a dynamic situation, a change in the network could allow the request to be satisfied, and 2) removing the already scheduled transfers would require restarting the scheduling for all data requests because of conflicts that might have occurred. Sections 4.6 and 4.7 present the other two heuristic methods explored. The various cost criteria used with the heuristics are described in Section 4.8, and the heuristics are evaluated in Section 5.
Full Path/One Destination Heuristic
The full path/one destination heuristic produces a communication schedule that avoids partial paths that are later blocked. The behavior of the partial path heuristic showed that if a data item qi was selected for scheduling a transfer to its next intermediate location (a ªhopº), in the following iteration, the same requested data item, qi, would typically be selected again to schedule its next hop. The full path/one destination heuristic (referred to as full_one in Figs. 6, 8 , and 10) attempts to exploit this trend by selecting a requested data item with one of the cost criterion discussed in Section 4.8 and scheduling all hops required for the data item to reach its lowest cost destination before executing Dijkstra's algorithm again.
Considering the example communication system in Fig. 3a , data item qH would be scheduled only from wH to wQ before executing Dijkstra's algorithm again in the partial path heuristic. In the full path/one destination heuristic, data item qH would be scheduled from wH through wQ and wS to wW (assuming wW's cost is lower than wU or wV) before executing Dijkstra's algorithm again. This results in reducing the number of executions of Dijkstra's algorithm by three for this example. A savings proportional to the average length of a data item's path from a source to a destination is expected from this heuristic.
Considering again the communication system in Fig. 3a , if this heuristic initially schedules the transfer of data item qH from wH to wW, wQ and wS would become sources for qH. In the next iteration, wU could receive qH from wS, and wV could receive H from wQ, without having to schedule a transfer from the original source, wH. The schedules generated by the partial path and the full path/one destination heuristics are compared in Section 5.
The partial path heuristic may construct a partial path (of many links) that it later cannot complete (due to network or memory resources being consumed by other requested data items). However, until this is determined, the part of the path constructed may block the paths of the other requested data items, causing them to take less optimal paths or be deemed unsatisfiable. The full path/one destination heuristic avoids this problem. An advantage the partial path approach does have over the full path/one destination approach is that it allows the link-by-link assignment of each virtual link and each machine's memory capacity to be made based on the relative values of the cost criteria for the data items that may want the resource.
Full Path/All Destinations Heuristic
The full path/all destinations heuristic builds on the full path/one destination heuristic and requires fewer executions of Dijkstra's algorithm then the other two heuristics. In the full path/one destination heuristic, a data item is 976 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON PARALLEL AND DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS, VOL. 11, NO. 9, SEPTEMBER 2000 Fig. 3 . An example communication system that requests (a) qH and (b) qI. oureiY j denotes the jth initial source location of the data item qi. equestiY j denotes the machine from which the jth request for data item qi originates. Solid lines show shortest paths for a given data item to all nodes (even nonrequesters), and dashed lines show unused links for a given data item.
transferred from a single source to a single destination, even if there are multiple destinations requesting the same data item. For the example communication system in Fig. 3a , qH is requested by machines wU, wV, and wW, and the shortest path for these three destinations all originate at machine wH and pass through machine wQ. The full path/all destinations heuristic (referred to as full_all in Figs. 6, 9, and 10), will schedule all paths for a single data item that share the next machine in the path as an intermediate machine. In Fig. 3 , the data item qH would be scheduled for all three destinations (machines wU, wV, and wW) at the same time. By scheduling the path to multiple destinations, two fewer executions of Dijkstra's algorithm are required as compared to the full path/one destination heuristic. A savings is expected that is proportional to the average number of destinations for a data item whose shortest path intermediate machine sets share a common machine. This approach was considered because it was expected to generate results comparable to the full path/one destination heuristic, but with a smaller heuristic execution time. The schedules generated by the three heuristics are compared in Section 5.
Cost Criteria
Four cost criteria that use ªurgencyº and ªeffective priorityº have been devised for the three heuristics presented. Each of these cost criteria was chosen so as to vary the effect these two parameters will have in determining the next communication step. This section begins by defining ªurgencyº and ªeffective priority,º and then the four cost criteria used are presented.
Recall that e iY j denotes a lower bound on the time when qi is received and available at its corresponding jth requesting location (as mentioned in Section 3) and ftiY j denotes the finishing time (or deadline) after which the data item qi on its jth requesting location is no longer useful (as mentioned in Section 3). Assume wr is the next machine in the shortest path from a given source to the jth destination to receive data item qi. Let the set of all such destinations j be called h hrqiY r. A satisfiability function tiY rj is 1 if a request for data item qi is scheduled to be received at the jth requesting destination (through machine wr) before its deadline; and 0 if the request for data item qi is scheduled to be received after its deadline. Note that if the request cannot be satisfied using the shortest path, there is no other path that will cause it to be satisfied.
As an example of the definition of tiY rj, con± sider the shortest paths generated by selecting first the valid communication step for transferring qH from wH to wQ in Fig. 3a . For this example, hrqHY Q fwUY wVY wWg. Suppose that the request deadlines for qH are as follows (in some abstract time units): 10 for wU, 15 for wV, and 5 for wW. Suppose further that the shortest path estimate has shown that the network can deliver qH at time: 12 for wU, 11 for wV, and 8 for wW. Then, tHY QH H, tHY QI I, and tHY QP H.
Recall from Section 3 that riorityiY j denotes the priority for the data request for the data item qi on its jth requesting location and that k H k denotes the relative weight of the kth priority. Let i ifpiY rj denote the effective priority for the data request of qi from its jth requesting location, where ifpiY rj tiY rj Ã riorityiY j.
Suppose rgenyiY rj denotes the urgency for the data request of qi from its jth requesting location, where rgenyiY rj ÀtiY rj Ã ftiY j À e iY j, where smaller rgenyiY rj implies that it is less urgent to transfer qi to the jth requesting location. Note that the urgency would take into consideration the impact of factors such as the number of intermediate nodes and the bandwidths of the links between nodes. The unit of measure for the rgeny term is seconds.
Four cost functions for transferring the requested data item qi from machine ws to wr via an available direct virtual link are each defined using urgency and effective priority, as above defined. Readers should notice that 1) applying Dijkstra's algorithm to obtain e iY r through shortest paths, 2) maximizing ifpiY rj, and 3) maximizing rgenyiY rj follow the three strategies for designing data relocation heuristics recommended in 1), 2), and 4), respectively, in Section 4.1.
If tiY rj is 0 for all r that correspond to valid next machines that receive qi and the associated values of j, that request receives no resources and the data does not move from its current locations. The request is not eliminated from the network. Currently, the heuristics are applied to a static system, as this constraint is loosened and a dynamic system is explored, links might become available that would facilitate the delivery of an otherwise unsatisfiable request. Thus, requests that are at one point in time unsatisfiable, might become satisfiable at a later point in time.
The following information about the links in the network is available: bandwidth available on a link, duration a virtual link is available, and size of each data item. In the model used here, the time interval a virtual link is needed to transfer a specific data item qi is determined by dividing the size of the data item, jqi j, by the bandwidth available on the link.
Suppose that the current chosen communication step is to transfer the requested data item q[i] from ws to wr. Before repeating the above heuristics for determining the next communication step(s), the following information must be updated: the list of virtual links and their start and stop times, the available memory capacity on any machines that qi has been placed, the sources of qi must now include all machines that qi has been moved to/through, and the time at which qi can be removed from any intermediate machines.
The cost criteria are designed so that the next chosen communication step should be the one that has the smallest associated cost among all valid next communication steps for transferring all qi, where H i`&. Suppose i ! H is the relative weight for the effective priority factor and ! H is the relative weight for the urgency factor in the scheduling. For the first cost criterion (C1), the gost gost I sY riY jk, for transferring the requested data item qi from machine ws to wr, via link vsY rk, for the jth destination, is defined as:
The rationale for choosing the above cost for local optimization is as follows. First, only a valid next communication step whose associated tiY r is not 0 will facilitate satisfying data request(s). The first term of gost I sY riY jk attempts to give preference to a satisfiable data request with a priority higher than the other requests. Furthermore, to satisfy as many data requests as possible, intuitively it is necessary to transfer a specific data item to the requesting locations whose deadlines are sooner. This intuition is captured by the inclusion of the urgency term. Thus, collectively with the consideration of the priority of satisfiable data requests and the urgency of those data requests in this local optimization step, using this cost criterion in the data staging heuristic should generate a near-optimal communication schedule that reasonably achieves the global optimization criterion.
The second criterion (C2) examines the gost P gost P sY rik for transferring the requested data item qi from machine ws to wr via link vsY rk:
This cost function considers all requests for qi whose shortest path passes through machine wr and sums their weighted priorities. Rather than summing all of the urgency terms for these destinations, the most urgent satisfiable request is added in gost P . This method of capturing the urgency is used as a heuristic to maximize the sum of the weighted priorities of satisfied requests because if the most urgent request for an item passing through wr is satisfied, it is more likely that all requests for this data item passing through wr will be satisfied.
The gost gost Q sY rik for transferring the requested data item qi from machine ws to wr via link vsY rk (C3) is:
The third criterion takes the weighted priority for a destination and divides it by the urgency for this destination, and then sums over all the destinations with satisfiable requests for data item qi on a path through machine wr. This cost is a sum of the weighted priorities of satisfiable requests normalized by the urgency of each request. Note that this heuristic does not use i or . This is because the effective priority is divided by the urgency and so i divided by acts as a scaling factor that would not affect the relative cost of the requests. For example, if two data items i I and i P are competing for the use of vsY rk, the relative value of gost Q sY ri I kagost Q sY ri P k will be unchanged by including any given i to weight the ifpiY rj factors and any given to weight the rgenyiY rj factors.
The gost gost R sY rik for transferring the requested data item qi from machine ws to wr via link vsY rk (C4) is:
This last criterion sums the weighted priorities of all satisfiable requests for data item qi on a path through machine wr and combines that with the sum of the urgency for those same satisfiable requests. Comparing gost P and gost R , it should be noted that the urgency term for each destination whose shortest path shares an intermediate node wr is summed in gost R , whereas gost P simply takes the maximum of the urgency terms over this same set of destinations. The benefit of gost R is demonstrated by the following example. The first data item, qi, is requested by four machines that all have identical priorities, and have an e that is very close to their deadlines. The second data item, qj, is also requested by four destinations that have the same identical priorities, but only one destination has an e that is close to its deadline. gost P will be unable to differentiate between these two data requests, but gost R will chose to schedule qi before qj.
All four of these cost criteria are used in conjunction with the partial path heuristic and the full path/one destination heuristic. For the full path/all destinations heuristic, gost I is not used because it does not capture the fact that a data item can be sent to multiple destinations. The data item that the full path/one destination heuristic chooses to send is sent from its current location (machine ws in each of the cost criteria) over as many virtual links as required to reach its destination machine (machine wj for one value of j). For gost I , the choice of j (i.e., which requesting destination should be satisfied) is trivial; gost I only takes into account a single requesting destination. All other cost criteria identify a set hrqiY r of destinations, and one destination wj must be selected from that set to satisfy. For cost gost P , the value of j chosen is the one satisfying the condition mx jPhrqiYr rgenyiY rj from the equation describing gost P . For cost gost Q , the value of j chosen is the one satisfying the condition min jPhrqiYr ifpiY rj rgenyiY rj from the equation describing gost Q . For cost gost R , the data item is sent first to machine wr, and if no request was satisfied, the cost is applied a second time for the same data item qi, but setting the new ws (data source machine) to the old wr (the machine to which the data was just scheduled). The minimum cost is then taken over all values of r (possible next staging locations). The value of r with minimum cost determines the machine wr that the data is sent to next. This process continues until the data item has reached one requesting destination wj.
SIMULATION STUDY
Introduction
To perform the simulation study, network topologies and data requests must be generated, values for i and must be determined, and other scheduling schemes need to be created to compare to the heuristics discussed in Sections 4.5 through 4.7. Rather than just choosing one network topology and set of data requests, 40 test cases are generated because one test case cannot reflect the range of possible data requests and network configuration scenarios. The three heuristics are executed using each of these cases and the results are averaged. The properties for data requests and the underlying communication systems are randomly generated with uniform distributions in predefined ranges representing a subset of the systems in a BADD-like environment (see Section 5.3). The sources and requesting machines for all data items are also generated randomly. The test generation program guarantees that the generated communication system is strongly connected [9] , such that there is a path consisting of unidirectional physical transmission links between any pair of machines in both directions.
These randomly generated patterns of data requests and the underlying communication systems are used for three reasons: 1) it is beneficial to obtain cases that can demonstrate the performance of the heuristics over a broad range of conditions, 2) a generally accepted set of data staging benchmark tasks does not exist, and 3) the system details of actual environments where these data heuristics could be employed are constantly changing as new technologies are introduced. Determining a representative set of data staging benchmark tasks remains an unresolved challenge in the research field of data staging and is outside the scope of this document.
As an example of the communication network structure generated, one sample adjacency matrix is shown in Fig. 4 . A at position iY j in the matrix represents the fact that a physical link between machine i and machine j exists; a means there is no such link. The links utilized here are unidirectional. This corresponds to some links being satellite-based links. Bidirectional links can be represented as two unidirectional links. Thus, a link from machine i to machine j does not imply that there is a link from machine j to machine i, nor does it disallow such a link. Fig. 5 shows, for a subset of all the links in the system, the time intervals that the physical links are available before any scheduling of data items occurs. The varying availability of some links correlates to certain links being satellite based and not always available. Other links can be reserved for specific functions at certain times (such as teleconferencing) and unavailable for transferring data items. Not every link shown in Fig. 4 is available during the simulation period shown in Fig. 5 .
Finding optimal solutions to data staging tasks with realistic parameter values are intractable problems. Therefore, it is currently impractical to directly compare the quality of the solutions found by the three heuristics with those found by exhaustive searches in which optimal answers can be obtained by enumerating all the possible schedules of communication steps. Also, to the best of the authors' knowledge, there is no other work presented in the open literature that addresses the data staging problem and presents a heuristic for solving it (based on a similar underlying model). Thus, there is no other heuristic for solving the same problem with which to make a direct comparison of the heuristics presented in this document. To aid in the evaluation of these heuristics, two lower bounds and two upper bounds on the performance of the heuristics are provided.
Lower and Upper Bounds
To provide lower bounds for the performance of the three heuristics presented here, two random search based scheduling procedures were devised. The first (looser) lower bound is a random-search based scheduling procedure that performs Dijkstra once for each requested data item, assuming it is the only requested item in the network. Then the paths through the network are scheduled for each data item, finishing qi before qi I (where the ordering of the data items is arbitrary). If a conflict arises, e.g., the link a transfer is attempting to schedule is no longer available, the request is dropped and not satisfied. This approach is referred to as single Dijkstra random (shown as single_Dij_random in Fig. 6 ) because Dijkstra's algorithm is only executed once for each data item. This random based method is used to illustrate that executing Dijkstra's algorithm more than once, with updated communication system information, is advantageous.
The only difference between the second random procedure and the partial path heuristic is that, instead of choosing a valid communication step using a cost function as discussed for the partial path heuristic, the Dijkstra random heuristic (shown as random_Dijkstra in Fig. 6 ) randomly chooses an arbitrary valid communication step to schedule. This heuristic is used to show the importance of using a cost criterion for decision making.
The first (looser) upper bound used for comparison (shown as upper_bound in Fig. 6 ) is the total weighted sum of the priorities of all requests in the system (it assumes all requests can be satisfied). The second upper bound represents those requests that could be satisfied if each were the only request in the system (shown as possible_satisfy in Fig. 6 ). The loose upper bound is not equal to the upper bound because some requests cannot be satisfied due to lack of link bandwidth and/or machine storage (even when it is the only request in the system).
Parameters Used in Experiments
Creating the properties of a network structure that are expected to occur in the field is a difficult endeavor. The parameters used were chosen to reflect a representative subset of a BADD-like environment. The number of machines in the communication system is between ten and twelve. Each machine has between 10 MB to 20 GB memory storage capacity. The outbound degree of a machine wi (i.e., the number of machines that wi can transfer data items to directly through physical transmission links) is between four and seven. There are at most two physical unidirectional transmission links between any two machines (there can be none). The adjacency matrix is created by selecting each machine in the network and randomly determining the outbound degree of the machine to be between the bounds mentioned above. Once the outbound degree is chosen, the end machines for the links are randomly generated. The network creation software makes sure that a link does not originate and end at the same machine. The total number of data requests is 20 to 40 times the number of machines in the system. The sources and destinations for a data item are randomly selected from the set of machines in the system such that: 1) there are at most five sources, 2) there are at most five destinations, and 3) a destination for a data item is not also a source of the same data item. Each data item size ranges from 10 KB to 100 MB. The simulations that were performed utilized two different priority weightings. The first used a weighting of 1, 5, and 10 for low, medium, and high priority requests, and the second used a weighting of 1, 10, and 100 for low, medium, and high priority requests. Each data item that a destination requests has an associated priority; therefore, two destinations that request the same data item may have differing priorities for that data item.
The bandwidth of each physical transmission link is between 10Kbit/sec and 1.5 Mbit/sec. The link availability times were generated as follows. First, a duration for a particular virtual communication link between two machines was chosen from the set {30 minutes, one hour, two hours, four hours}. The percentage of the day (24 hours) that a given physical link is available is then chosen between 50 and 100 percent of the day, in increments of 10 percent. The number of virtual communication links is then determined by taking the time the link is available during the day (percentage available Ã 24 hours) and dividing by the virtual link duration chosen above (for a given communication link, all virtual links will have the same duration). The starting time of the first virtual link is randomly chosen between 0 and (1/3) Ã (total unavailable time of the communication link). The unavailable time between virtual links is randomly chosen such that: 1) no two virtual links for the same physical link overlap in time, 2) the percentage of the day the physical link is available is as chosen above, and 3) the number of virtual links is as above calculated.
The starting time for a data item is sometime between 0 and 60 minutes (0 signifying some start time of the scheduling period, such as midnight or 6 a.m.). The deadline of a request for a data item is 15 to 60 minutes after the data item's available time. Thus, the effective duration of the simulation is two hours. The time duration parameter for garbage collection, , was set to six minutes. Therefore, a particular intermediate machine wr will keep a data item in its local memory for six minutes after the latest deadline for qi. Sources and final destinations hold data for the remainder of the simulation. Let the E-U ratio be i a . As shown by the cost functions introduced in Section 4.8, the E-U ratio may affect the performance of the cost criterion (gost I , gost P , and gost R ). Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9 , and 10 show the performance of the heuristic/cost-criterion pairings examined. It can be seen from the figures how the E-U ratio affects the performance of the heuristic/cost-criterion pairings. All data points in Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9 , and 10 are the average of the same 40 randomly generated test cases.
Evaluation of Simulations
The results shown in Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9, are for the 1, 10, 100 weighting scheme. The results of the 1, 5, 10 weighting are similar and are not shown here (see [24] ). In the interval from ÀQ to 5, the horizontal axis contains the log IH of the E-U ratio. The points inf and À inf are the two extremes, where i inf only considers the effective priority term, while À Àinf only considers the urgency term. Fig. 6 shows average lower and upper bounds (defined in Section 5.2) and the average performance of the best cost criterion for each of the heuristics, which happens to be gost R . (The minimum and maximum values for the performance of these heuristics over the 40 individual test cases with gost R are presented in [24] .) The performance of the partial path heuristic is shown in Fig. 7 , the full path/one destination heuristic in Fig. 8 , and the full path/all destinations heuristic in Fig. 9 (recall that gost I does not capture that a data item can be sent to multiple destinations and is therefore not considered in the full path/all destination heuristic). These graphs highlight the performance of the four cost criteria for each of the heuristics implemented.
Each of the cost criteria was developed for specific features. The best cost criterion of the four investigated is gost R . This cost criterion combines the sum of the priorities and the sum of the urgencies of multiple destinations whose shortest path passes through a particular node. gost I performs worse than gost R , because it does not consider moving data to satisfy multiple requests, which gost R does. The drawback of gost P is that the minimum urgency term allows nonurgent data items within hrq to become scheduled and block more urgent requests for other data items. Using the ratio of priority and urgency in gost Q was meant to directly associate the priority of a request with its particular urgency. This allows a nonurgent and urgent request for a particular data item to be represented fairly (i.e., take care of the problem with gost P ). The results in Figs. 7, 8 , and 9, show that this was not the case, most likely due to scaling (i.e., one very small rgenyiY j may have too much impact on the total cost). Future cost criteria might be designed to capture the original intent.
An advantage of gost Q is that it gave results that were close to those of gost R with its best E-U ratio, while being independent of the E-U ratio. Thus, in environments where it is difficult to predict which E-U ratio to use, gost Q may be preferred.
When examining the schedule that the partial path heuristic created, it was noted that often when a data item started being scheduled, this particular data item was repeatedly transferred until it reached a destination. Because of this trend, the full path/one destination heuristic was tested. A problem with the partial path heuristic is that a data item can be partially scheduled through the network, and then a second data item can be partially scheduled through the network. At this point, the first data item may attempt to finish being scheduled, and may be blocked by the second data item from reaching a destination. The full path/one destination heuristic corrects this problem and outperforms the partial path heuristic, as can be seen in Fig. 6 . In addition, the full path heuristics were intended to reduce the number of runs of Dijkstra's algorithm, hence reducing execution time, as was found to be true in the experiments.
Because the full path/one destination heuristic performed so well, it was thought that scheduling a data item to all of the destinations whose path passes through a particular node would perform even better, the definition of the full path/all destinations heuristic. This heuristic did not perform as well as the other two. This may be because this heuristic would schedule less important requests (by sending to all requesting destinations using the intermediate node under evaluation) and block other more important requests from being satisfied. Fig. 6 showcases these trends. The full path/all destination heuristic did have the smallest execution time, as was expected.
For the best performing E-U ratio, for each of the heuristic/cost-criterion pairs, the average number of links a satisfied data item traverses from a source to a destination was measured in the range 1.5 to 1.6. All potentially satisfiable data items have an average shortest path length that is also in the above range. The maximum path length taken by a satisfied data item was measured as nine links.
The various heuristics have differing execution times. The ranges on execution time because each of the 40 test cases correspond to a different scheduling problem with a different optimal solution. The average execution times for the three heuristics using the 1, 10, 100 weighting scheme (for each heuristic's best cost criterion and best average E-U ratio) are: partial pathÐ74 seconds, full path/one destinationÐ53 seconds, and full path/all destinationsÐ50 seconds. The random Dijkstra heuristic execution time (157 seconds) is larger than the cost-based heuristics because the random Dijkstra heuristic will spend time processing data items that cannot possibly satisfy their associated deadlines, whereas the cost-based heuristics will eliminate such data items from consideration.
The last figure, Fig. 10 , shows the comparison between the two priority weighting schemes for the best combination of heuristic, cost criterion, and E-U ratio. It can be seen that the 1, 10, 100 weighting satisfies more higher priority requests and fewer medium and low priority requests than the 1, 5, 10 weighting scheme, as was expected.
The last column in Fig. 10 (hi_med_lo) shows the number of satisfied requests in the system by processing all the high priority requests before any of the medium priority requests, and all of the medium priority requests before any of the low priority requests. Each request follows its Dijkstra's shortest path (and Dijkstra's algorithm is rerun after each request is scheduled). To implement this process, the full path/one destination heuristic was used in conjunction with gost I , a log IH i a of infinity, and a priority weighting scheme of 1, 10, 100. Choosing this combination causes only the priority term of the cost function to be used in determining which single request will get network resources. This method provides a cost-guided (versus arbitrary) approach to basing scheduling decisions only on the priority of individual requests. Recall that the priority of the requests was determined such that each priority level was assigned to approximately one-third of all the requests.
The other heuristics shown in Fig. 10 (with gost R ) satisfy more high priority requests than the hi_med_lo method. This is due to gost R 's collective view of destinations and the incorporation of the urgency term. Furthermore, the total weighted sum of priorities satisfied for hi_med_lo is the lowest of the techniques shown for each of the priority weighting schemes.
CONCLUSIONS
Data staging is an important data management issue for distributed computer systems. It addresses the issues of distributing and storing over numerous geographically dispersed locations, both repository data and continually generated data through an oversubscribed network, where not all data requests can be satisfied. When certain data with their corresponding priorities need to be collected together at a site with limited storage capacities in a timely fashion, a heuristic must be devised to schedule the necessary communication steps efficiently.
The performance of eleven heuristic/cost-criterion pairs were shown, and compared to upper and lower bounds. Two different weightings for the relative importance of different priority levels were considered. Each heuristic and cost criterion had advantages. The results presented show that for the system parameters considered (e.g., priority weighting, network loads), the combination of the gost R and the full path/one destination heuristic performed the best, when using the measure of weighted sum of priorities satisfied.
Because each heuristic/cost-criterion pair has advantages, the pair that performs best may differ depending on the system parameters (i.e., the actual environment where the scheduler heuristic/cost-criterion pair will be deployed). If one was also concerned with execution time, the full path/all destinations heuristic results in a comparable weighted sum of priorities satisfied with a slightly faster execution time. Both of these heuristics allowed more highest priority messages to be received than a simple-costbased heuristic that schedules all highest priority messages first. Future work will explore how the heuristics perform when varying the congestion of the network and when additional priority weighting schemes are considered. 
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